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Problem to be solved: Hall Radiation

•

During PREX1 we had significant trouble keeping the hall electronics
running and preventing vacuum leaks
•

•

these were due to the degradation of materials in the high radiation field
generated by the high current beam on the 10% radiation length target

For PREX2 we improve the situation significantly with a more aggressive
collimator of the beam after the target and installing shielding around the
new region of high radiation
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Additional issue: Boundary dose

•

•

PREX1 ran for ~82 C charge on
target and produced about 1.34
mrem of dose on the boundary

•

PREX2 will run of 170 C and
CREX will run for 467 C

The new design allows us to mitigate the
radiation dose on the boundary by
localizing the source of high energy
neutrons that escape the hall (the
primary source for the boundary dose)
in one place and installing “sky shine
shielding”
•

The target (in particular for CREX)
and the collimator produce most of
boundary dose
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Investigative tool: Geant4

•

•

For most of these calculations we use Geant4
to implement different volumes, materials and
detectors inside the hall and look at the
interactions of all particles (mainly photons,
electrons and neutrons) with the materials and
estimate the radiation doses at different
locations (results based on https://github.com/
cipriangal/prexSim/releases/tag/v1.9.0)

•

This simulation framework has been throughly
cross checked with Geant3/DINREG, FLUKA,
MCNPX for different configurations providing
reasonable levels of agreement

To ensure we have the best possible estimate we use the QGSP_BERT_HP physics list. G4 reference webpage says:
•

QGSP is the basic physics list applying the quark gluon string model for high energy interactions of protons,
neutrons, pions, and Kaons and nuclei. The high energy interaction creates an exited nucleus, which is passed to
the precompound model modeling the nuclear de-excitation.

•

QGSP_BERT is like QGSP, but using Geant4 Bertini cascade for primary protons, neutrons, pions and Kaons below
~10GeV. In comparison to experimental data we find improved agreement to data compared to QGSP which uses
the low energy parameterised (LEP) model for all particles at these energies. The Bertini model produces more
secondary neutrons and protons than the LEP model, yielding a better agreement to experimental data.

•

QGSP_BERT_HP is similar to QGSP_BERT and in addition uses the data driven high precision neutron package
(NeutronHP) to transport neutrons below 20 MeV down to thermal energies.
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Boundary dose estimate

•

There is no robust method to precisely calculate the dose rate seen by the meters
at the JLab site boundary
•

•

So far the lab has relied on the G3/DINREG estimates performed by Pavel D. It
is hard however to obtain an estimate for a complicated experimental geometry
that includes shielding and different beam apertures donstream of the target

We however know that the predominant source for the measured dose is the flux of
high energy neutrons that manage to escape the hall through the roof (where less
overburden is available) and shower down onto the meters
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Boundary dose estimate
•

•

Furthermore by getting the same quantity for
the PREX1 configuration we can estimate
the boundary dose for any configuration
using a simple scaling assumption

•

We estimate that with the sky shine
shielding and the significantly larger charge
on target for PREX2 + CREX we will not
exceed 3mrem for the boundary dose
allowing for additional running of other halls
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To see the effect of design changes to
the boundary dose we make use of a
proxy (E>30 MeV neutrons that make it
to the top of the hall) which are directly
proportional to the boundary dose

Boundary dose summary

•

Tables show the numbers of high energy neutrons (E>10 MeV) that we expect to get over the
course of the entire run (i.e. different experiments have different amounts of charge on target)
•

•

An interesting calculation would be to estimate the HAPPEX2 dose and compare to the
measurement

All of these include the standard sky shine shield that Caryn and Adam designed (see haplog
3402)
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Hall Radiation: important locations
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•

Looking at the particle source position for everything with energy larger than 100keV hitting
the HRS platform detector we can see the main sources of radiation inside the hall: the
collimator, target, SAMs, beam pipe, beam line neck down, ion chamber donut and Al door

•

We can also see that CREX makes it “cleaner” to the dump due to the higher energy of the
beam

•

The target and collimator regions have already been shielded in this picture so their
relative contribution is quite small
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Hall Radiation: proper metric

•

While we consider all physics processes in our calculations most of the damage to
electronics is done by either high energy neutrons (single event upsets - flip a bit in a
controller) or cumulative damage from electrons, photons and neutrons

•

We score the flux of particles reaching our detectors and weight them by the NEIL
damage curve (turns out that neutrons dominate this metric)
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Hall Radiation: Hall A dump
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•

The dump modifications performed for the 12 GeV upgrade increase our radiation
dose at the HRS platform significantly compared to PREX1

•

The problem for CREX is localized in the donut while PREX2 has a significant
contribution from the entire dump beam pipe
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Hall Radiation: Hall A dump
•

Costs: Option #1 vs #2
FY
18
19
Totals

Labor
(mw)

FTE

2.00

0.05

13.10

0.30

$

15.10

0.34

$

Option #1

FY
18
19
Totals
Option #2

•

$

4.15

$

13.70

29.96

$

-

34.12 $

13.70

Labor & Proc (k$) $

47.82

Labor
(mw)

Labor Cost
(k$) Procurements (k$)

FTE

0.40

0.01

10.40

0.24

$

10.80

0.25

$

$

0.83

$

22.30

23.54

$

-

24.37 $

22.30

Labor & Proc (k$) $

46.67

•

Anthony gave us two
possible scenarios (his
entire talk is in the
docDB 89v1)

•

We will end up going
with the modified flange
for the donut (giving
any future experiments
the option to select their
aperture size)

Unfortunately there is no option to enlarge the beam pipe as it was previously
without significant work and cost (it would need additional support for it to be
able to sustain vacuum)
•

•

Labor Cost
(k$) Procurements (k$)

some thoughts were given to alternative options (He bag) but they were
deemed unworkable (within the timeframe and cost)

Because of we cannot go with the larger beam pipe we will need to install
additional shielding (discussions are under way with Robin to start design)
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Hall Radiation: Small Angle Monitors
P2 w/o SAMs

P2 with SAMs

•

The quartz and the vacuum cans increase the dose that we see at the HRS
platform by rescattering the beam at angles that do not lead to the dump

•

About 20% of the increased dose comes from the quartz

•

We are working on designing thinner cans and possibly relocating the SAMs
at larger radius (reducing the amount of scattered beam they see)
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Hall Radiation: HRS Summary

•

The HRS platform sees a significant increase after the
inclusion of the SAMs in the beam line
•

we are confident that including optimized cans and
reducing the penetration will lead to acceptable dose levels
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Hall Radiation: Under dipole Summary

•

The region under the dipole has
sensitive flow meters that will need
to be shielded as well (Jack S.
already has a plan in mind for this)
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Hall Radiation: Hall detectors Summary

•

Two detectors were placed inside the hall
10 m away from the pivot in the open to
monitor radiation levels in the rest of the hall

•

Both PREX2 and CREX will reach radiation
levels comparable to PREX1
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Conclusions
•

We are on track to get reasonable dose rates on both
the boundary and inside the hall
•

we need to put in some work to get a new SAM design

•

The major beam line elements have all been included in
the simulation

•

Further studies with different configurations (PVDIS,
HAPPEX3) might be useful

•

In the future we should take a look at radiation levels at
the MOLLER and COMPTON polarimeter locations
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Backup
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Current Hall A Dump configuration
beam direction

•

For PREX2/CREX we will not need to
use the diffuser (acc. K. Welch)

•

We implemented the major features
of the current design in the simulation
•

vacuum window

donut

beam direction

ion chamber
location
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including the 4 cm Al aperture at
~midway until the Al door

Simulation updates
Update

ERR

•

Since ERR simulation geometry updated:
•

increased the size of the hall to ~26 m (from 25 m) — no visible effect on radiation
calculations results

•

use APEX HRS platform geometry to add detail; in particular the legs around the
HRS platform electronics

•

measured area where electronics could be placed and placed sensitive detectors
to cover the entire area
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Simulation updates
Update

ERR

V2-PREX 1
Config
•

Dump configuration for ERR:
•

•
•

for the ERR we had a thick stainless steel
covering the dump entrance to fake splash
back from the dump
The beam pipe was also open to the back

Updated-PREX 2
Config

Dump configuration update:
•

updated with configurations consistent with JLab Drawings (obtained from Keith Welch)
for both PREX1 and PREX2 including the limiting apertures

•

removed stainless steel wall from front and added aluminum wall separating the He
region
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Hall radiation (with update)
HRS platform

Under dipole

•

Two regions are of interest where we can have softer electronics

•

The HRS platform detector covers all possible areas where
sensitive electronics could be placed

•

The detector under the dipole iron has flow meters that could be
affected by radiation
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HRS radiation (with update)
CREX5
ERR

CREX5
Update

HRS rad
4.1E+09 3.1E+10 7.4E+09
[NEIL/cm2]
(9)
(99)
(16)
(% of PREX1)

2.7E+10
(89)

HRS

PREX2
ERR

PREX2
Update

The updated dump configuration
brings the integrated radiation to the
HRS platform to be level of PREX1 for
the combined PREX2 and CREX run.

•

The variable of interest is NEIL (which gives a higher
importance to neutrons, as compared to EM radiation)

•

Performed two PREX1 estimates: a) one with the old
configuration to compare to the ERR results b) with the
new configuration to compare to the current configurations

•

Comparisons with the open detector put PREX2 and CREX
each at the level of PREX1 radiation
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Shielding

31x210x386 cm3 (5800kg)

Center: 134x137x45 cm3 (1900 kg)
Sides: 120x344x45 cm3 (4300 kg)
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Shielding

31x210x386 cm3 (5800kg)

•

Shielding the HRS platform with a 31 cm thick Concrete wall is very effective (for the HRS
platform) but leaves the rest of the hall open (for example the flow meters under the dipole
iron)
•

•

Center: 134x137x45 cm3 (1900 kg)
Sides: 120x344x45 cm3 (4300 kg)

it would also be needed to do it on both platforms (two construction regions instead of
1)

Shielding the dump with about 45 cm thick Concrete is almost as effective for the HRS
platform and it provides additional shielding for the rest of the hall
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PREX 1 radiation estimation
Hall A dump configuration from Keith W.
for 2010:

ERR-Config

V2-Config
V3-Config

•

PREX 1 estimates were done with a rudimentary dump configuration
(most of the radiation to electronics came from within the hall proper)
•

ERR

V2

V3

HRS rad 2.8E+10 3.1E+10 7.1E+10
[NEIL/cm2]

•

The splash back from the dump was simulated by putting a
stainless steel wall at the entrance of the dump tunnel

The updated configuration with 2in aperture and the Al wall produced
similar levels of radiation to the HRS platform
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